Quantum mechanics and general relativity are completely compatible when space-time coordinate systems are eliminated from physics. Standard practice attempts to remove coordinate influence through invariance because it is recognized that coordinates are physically meaningless. But this is shown to be insufficient. This paper investigates a trans-coordinate physics in which space-time coordinate systems are not introduced in the first place. Instead, differentials from the local metrical invariants are defined for a particle's wave function. This is sufficient to allow the particle's dynamic principle to propel it through time without the use of numbers (i.e., coordinates) that uniquely identify every event and relate it to a distant origin. With coordinates out of the way quantum mechanics and general relativity are found to be harmonious. This treatment also leads to a new definition of state that allows a consistent relativistic treatment of the superluminal collapse of a quantum mechanical wave upon measurement.
Introduction
James Clerk Maxwell was the first to use space-time coordinate systems in the way that they are used in contemporary physics. They play a role in his formulation of electromagnetic field theory that makes them virtually indispensable. Einstein embraced Maxwell's methodology, but devoted himself to eliminating the influence of coordinates because he recognized that they have nothing to do with physics. However, Einstein's success was limited. General relativity is not truly independent of coordinates because it does not include all possible coordinates in its transformation group. It does not include 'discontinuous' coordinate systems, many of which are capable of uniquely identifying all of the events in a space-time continuum -as is claimed to be the purpose of a space-time coordinate system. For example, imagine coordinates in which the number 1.0 is added to all irrational numbers but not to rational numbers. This system is perfectly capable of systematically and uniquely identifying all of the events in a space-time continuum, but it is thoroughly discontinuous in a way that prevents it from being included in the general relativity transformation group. It takes only one example of coordinates that cannot be included to disqualify invariance as a fundamental requirement in physics; and there are many discontinuous coordinates like this one. Of course, one can always reject coordinates that don't work on the basis of the fact that they don't work. But that avoids the issue. The point is that the influence of unnatural identification labels cannot be eliminated from physics through an invariance principle that affects only a sub-set of unnatural identification labels. Another approach is necessary.
Maybe coordinates should not be introduced in the first place. As a practical matter, and for many analytic reasons, coordinates are very useful and probably always will be. But if nature does not use systematic labeling for event identification and/or analytic convenience, and if we are interested in the most fundamental way of thinking about nature, then we should avoid coordinates from the beginning.
One consequence of this program is that without coordinates the domain of general relativity lies solely in the properties of a metric space in which everything is embedded, and the domain of quantum mechanics lies solely in properties of the local wave functions that are assigned to particles. These two domains only overlap locally, at the level of special relativity, leaving no regional conflict of a kind that has plagued these subjects. The apparent incompatibility of relativity and quantum mechanics is attributed to the attempt to express both disciplines in system-wide coordinates.
A second consequence of this program is that although energy, momentum, and angular momentum are always locally conserved, conservation over an extended region of space-time is not always possible -nor is it necessary. It is claimed here that nature does not make use of regional conservation principles. We are the ones who establish these principles through our introduction of regional coordinates that are used to give ourselves the big picture. It facilitates analysis. That strategy sometimes succeeds in establishing regional conservation and sometimes it does not. This is a matter of analytic interest but of no fundamental concern, because nature does not analyze as we do.
A third consequence is that the variables of a particle's wave packet are wholly contained inside the packet. They move with a particle's wave function in the embedding metric space, but they do not locate it in that space. Finally, we are led to a novel definition of state that is more flexible than one that describes the system over a single space-like plane. This flexibility serves us well when attempting to preserve relativistic invariance during the superluminal collapse of a wave function, while also avoiding causal ambiguity. The solution to this long-standing conundrum is briefly outlined in later sections of this paper, and is dealt with more completely in a subsequent paper.
The treatment below is confined to electromagnetic interactions.
Partition Lines
The metric in a flat Minkowsk space does not specify unique space-time directions. To define these directions at an event a, one must arbitrarily choose a single world line from among all the world lines that go into the future time cone of a. This line becomes the chosen time direction where the space directions are perpendicular to it. However, if there is a non-zero mass particle present in the space, it should be possible to choose a unique world line at each location inside the particle's wave packet that is specific to the particle at that location. That world line will correspond to the direction of square modular flow at that event. The collection of these world lines can be thought of as the streamlines of the particle's flow in space and time. They will be called partition lines. In 1 + 1 space we require that the total square modulus remains constant in time between any two partition lines. We will first develop the properties of partition lines in a 1 + 1 space, and then in 2 + 1 and 3 + 1 spaces. We do not initially assume a square modulus or even a wave function. They will be added as we develop these and other consequences of partition as described below. Figure 1 is a metric-free relativistic 1 + 1 surface in which light paths emanate from every event in the space. These paths separate a forward time cone from a backward time cone at each event and cordon off a space-like region following the usual pattern. Light paths are represented by dashed lines in the figure. The partition lines of an imagined particle wave packet are represented in the figure by the five slightly curved and more-or-less vertical lines. They tell us that the wave packet moves to the left with ever decreasing velocity and that it spreads out as it goes. This description is not trans-coordinate because it is specific to the Lorenz frame in the diagram; but these lines provide us with a scaffold on which it is possible to hang a suitable trans-coordinate metric and a wave function. Partition lines separate a particle's wave packet into fractional parts. Let the third line from the left (i.e., the middle line in Fig. 1 ) portion off 1/2 of the packet. This means that half of the packet lies to the left of the line. That is, there is a 0.5 probability that the particle will be found along any space-like line that extends indefinably to the left. This statement is assumed to have objective invariant meaning. Of course, the other half of the particle lies to the right of the line. In a similar way we suppose that the second partition line in Fig. 1 portions off, say, 1/4 of the packet, and that the first line portions off 1/100 of the packet or some other diminished amount. We further assume that the fifth line goes out to 99/100 of the packet, so the entire particle is represented by streamlines that split the particle into objectively defined fractional parts.
The above properties of partition lines are independent of metric and are therefore objective characteristics of a particle in this space. Partition lines pass through every part of the particle's wave packet and will not cross one another.
Minkowski Space
First consider a flat space inside the wave packet of a non-zero mass particle, and assign a Minkowski metric that is intrinsic to that space. Beginning with an event a in Fig. 2a , proceed up the particle's partition line through a by an amount −∆ which is the magnitude of the invariant interval from event a to an event b. The interval ab is negative and identifies the chosen time axis inside the particle packet at event a. ′ are defined to be a neighborhood of event a. The events along the line cc ′ are defined to be a spatial neighborhood of a. The limit as ∆ goes to zero is identical with the limit of small neighborhoods around a.
Curved Space
The above considerations for a 'flat' space also apply locally in any curved space, so the conditions in Fig. 2a are generally valid in the limit as ∆ → 0. Figure 2b shows the resulting Minkowski diagram in the local inertial system withx andt as the space and time unit vectors in the directions ac ′ and ab respectively. The unit of these vector directions is given by √ ∆ in meters, although we have not established coordinates in those units along those directions. Specifically, we have not established a unique numerical relationship between event a and a distant origin; so the development so far is consistent with the transcoordinate, or coordinateless, aims of this paper.
The unit vectors at event a will be referred to as the local grid at event a, where the time direction is always along the partition line going through a. These definitions have nothing to do with the curvature of the space in the wave packet beyond the immediate vicinity of a. Every event inside a particle packet has a similar local grid, and the local grids of other events in the neighborhood of a will be continuous with the local grid at event a in this 1 + 1 case.
The Wave Function
We now specify the quantum mechanical wave function of a non-zero mass particle at event a as ϕ(a)
which is identified in the manner of Euclid's geometry since there are no coordinate numbers involved. There are four conditions on this function.
First:
The function ϕ(a) is a complex number given at event a that is continuous with all of its neighbors. The units of ϕ are m −1/2 in this 1 + 1 space.
Second:
The function ϕ(a) is specified relative to the local inertial frame (determined by the partition line through a), and its partial derivatives are given in the limit of small values of ∆.
The second spatial derivative is then
These derivatives are also required to be continuous with the neighbors of event a. Notice that we have defined derivatives in the directionsx andt without using coordinates in either of those directions.
Third: The value of ϕ at event a is related to its neighbors through the dynamic principle. This principle determines how ϕ(t) evolves relative to its own time against the metric background, and how neighborhoods relate to one another within the particle's wave packet through the particle's own local space and time derivatives.
Fourth: The objective fraction of the particle found between the partition line through event a in Fig. 2a and a partition line through event c
′ is equal to f ac ′ . In the limit as ac ′ = ∆ goes to zero, the fraction of the particle between the differentially close partition lines goes to df . Normalization of ϕ(a) requires that
Apparently all of the space-time characteristics of a wave function can be locally determined without using any form of coordinate identification. These results are furthermore independent of the curvature in the surrounding space. There are three exceptions to this purely local determination that will be discussed in later sections.
Two Particles
Local grids are not defined outside the partition lines of a particle's wave packet. Figure 3 shows the partition lines of two separated non-zero mass particles. Each has its own way of defining grids and differentials that is different from the other particle. Assuming no interactions between the two, it is a consequence of the trans-coordinate picture that one of these particles will seem to have nothing to do with the other.
The pack of four lines that rise along the light line in Fig. 3 are intended to be the partition lines of a non-interacting radiation photon. Photons can have partition lines defined for them as do non-zero mass particles. They separate the photon into its fractional parts, which is a separation by phase differences. The photon in Fig. 3 is confined to the pack that is distributed as shown over the perpendicular (dashed) light path l. Partition lines cannot be used to define local photon displacements because they are themselves light paths. The defining procedure for a local grid that works for a non-zero mass particle will not work for a photon or for any massless particle. The empty space between the two particles in Fig. 3 is a general relativistic metric space; and in the absence of a non-zero mass particle it is impossible to uniquely select a world line in this space that will allow a local grid to be assigned. The region between the particles (including the photon) is therefore spatially and temporally trackless.
Dynamic Variables
The parallel lines passing through event k in Fig. 3 are lines of constant 'relative' phase of the photon. Differential phase changes δπ over a light line like l are preserved across the length of the photon pack. When the photon overlaps a particle, the particle's local grid can be used to define the electric potential field fourvector of the photon at each event a with components
The functions A and φ are assigned to event a just as the function ϕ(a) is assigned in Eq. 1, where the same conditions apply. The dynamic principle is given by the Maxwell equations in this case. The non-zero mass particle momentum-energy density fourvector at event a is
and the particle four-velocity and the differential current at event a are
where m is the particle mass density at a, e is the electronic charge, and df is the differential fraction of the particle located at event a. These variables are internal to the particle's wave packet. The interaction between the particle and the photon at event a is then
Relative to the local inertial frame of event a, conservation holds between the incoming state and the scattered states as it does in all inertial electromagnetic interactions. So energy, momentum, and angular momentum are locally conserved.
It is important to notice that the photon does not acquire its vector nature until it enters the region of a non-zero mass particle. The field properties of the photon do not emerge until that time, so when moving between particle wave packets the photon does not have a wavelength or frequency -although it does carry differential phase relationships dπ that are established at the time of its origin. The quantized field also carries photon numbers that, like the phase differences, do not depend on coordinate directions. The photon will also have a spin along its direction of motion.
Virtual Photons
So far we have talked about radiation photons that travel at the velocity of light. A virtual photon (as in a Coulomb field) can travel at a greater velocity, so it may be possible to give it a local grid in the same way that we created a grid for other particles with non-zero mass. It would then have a vector nature at all times. However, we choose not to do that. It is unnecessary, and it would put the photon grid in competition with the particle grid during an interaction between the two. That would necessitate a choice between one or the other in any case; so all photons will be considered gridless in this treatment. There is no fundamental difference between the near field and the far field in electromagnetic disturbances.
Example
Our strategy has been to avoid all coordinate representations, but it might be useful to look at a particle with an average momentum equal to zero in a Lorentz frame shown in Fig. 4 . The upward diverging lines in that figure are the partition lines of the particle, and the lightly shaded area is that of a passing photon wave packet in this Minkowski space. The perpendiculars are space-like lines that are everywhere perpendicular to the partition lines in the local inertial frame. They give the local direction of the unit vectorx which is also the direction of the fractional difference df between partition lines. That direction is indicated at events a, e, and g in Fig. 4 . Local photon scattering conserves energy, momentum and angular momentum at each event a, e, and g.
The scattered particle and photon waves reaching any event z are the re- tarded waves coming from all of the interaction events in the region of overlap between the particle and the photon. There may also be secondary scattering within the shaded region.
Coordinates and Conservation
Trans-coordinate physics does not allow energy and momentum conservation over any finite region of space-time. Since we cannot assign frequency or wavelength to a massless photon in an otherwise empty space, we cannot say that it carries energy or momentum from one part of space to another. Even a massive particle has no net momentum, energy, velocity, or acceleration when it is considered in isolation. It moves as a whole from one place to another following a geodesic, but that does not break down into spatial and temporal directions relative to which the particle can be said to be moving with an 'external' velocity v, or can be said to carry a total energy or momentum. Regional conservation of these quantities is related to the possibility of system-wide coordinates that we construct for our own purposes. Having done that, we can define a metric throughout the region. If the metric tensor associated with the coordinate system is time independent, then energy will be conserved in the region covered by those coordinates. If it is independent of a spatial coordinate such as x, then momentum in the x-direction will be conserved in the region covered by the coordinates. If the metric is symmetric about some axis, then angular momentum will be conserved about that axis. It is therefore useful for us to construct system-wide coordinates in order to take advantage of these regional conservation principles. It is important to remember however that we do this, not nature. Nature has no need to analyze -it just performs on the basis of information given at each event. So only local grids and local conservation principles have ultimate physical significance.
The Big Picture
It is the structure of the metric space and the effect of exchange particles that makes the coordinate big picture come out right as much as it does. This is shown in Fig. 5 where two particles are narrowly defined to be moving over world lines w 1 and w 2 . The two dashed lines represent the partition lines of a passing photon with 'relative' phase differences given by δπ. If the photon wave is a superposition of two different frequencies 1 and 2, then δπ = δπ 1 + δπ 2 . The photon passing through the first particle at event a will have a local energy and momentum given by e γ (a), p γ (a), and as it passes through the second particle at event b it will have a local energy and momentum given by e γ (b), p γ (b). These quantities are related through the phase relationships that are transmitted between particles.
a photon at event b :
where ω i (a) = ∂ t π i (a) and k i (a) = ∂ x π i (a). These interparticle relationships provide the beginnings of a "coordinate based" big picture.
Establishing Curvatures and External Coordinates
A difference in energy between e γ (a) and e γ (b) in Eq. 5 does not tell us if the photon in Fig. 5 is Doppler shifted because of a relative velocity between the two particles, or if particle #2 is at a different gravitational potential than particle #1. The exchange of two photons (coming and going) is more informative because both will be frequency shifted in the same direction (red or blue) in the Doppler case, and they will be shifted in opposite directions in the gravitational case. Of course, this is only true in a static situation. More generally we must rely on information given to us from a high density of exchange events in a given region, and with this data we look for a consistent pattern of Doppler vs. gravitational behavior. If the space is busy with many interacting particles it should be possible to narrow the field to just one possible curvature at each location. It should then be possible to find a satisfactory external coordinate system (and metric) that covers the wider region of interest.
There is no assurance that one can find such an agreeable system, for even general relativity does not guarantee that coordinates can always be found to conserve energy, momentum, or angular momentum without introducing special pseudo-tensors [1] . However, the set of all exchanges like those in Eq. 5 often make regional conservation a good possibility, even though nature does not make direct use of that property.
Internal Coordinates
We also need to give ourselves an internal picture. We need to be able to write the wave function ϕ(a) in Eq. 1 in a form that permits analysis. To do this at event a, integrate the minus square root of the metric along the partition line going through a (as in Fig. 4 ) and assign a time coordinate t a with an origin at a. Then integrate the square root of the metric over the perpendicular going through a, and assign a space coordinate x a with an origin at a. The coordinates x and t may be extended over the wave function of the entire object. This function can be written in the conventional way ϕ(x, t) that is confined to the wave packet of the particle. Of course these internal coordinates will have the same status as external coordinates -they are only created by us for the purpose of analysis.
With internal coordinates we can integrate across one of the perpendiculars to find the width of the wave packet. It should also be possible to integrate the square modulus over a perpendicular to find the total normalization. That total will be equal to 1.0 if df is equal to the fraction of the particle sandwiched between two differentially close partition lines as claimed.
Three and Four Dimensions
Imagine that a particle's wave packet penetrates the two-dimensional area shown on the space-like surface in Fig. 6 . The surface is divided into a patchwork of squares, each of which is made to contain a given fraction of the particle, like 1/100th of the particle. Each of these squares has four distinguishable crossing points or 'corners'. A similar two-dimensional scaffold is constructed on all of the space-like surfaces through which the particle passes, thereby creating a continuous 2 + 1 scaffold. Each of the enclosed areas generated in this way is required to contain 1/100 of the particle, and its corners will constitute the partition lines of the particle. As in the previous case, these lines may be thought of as streamlines of the flow of the particle through time. In the limit It is possible to find the direction of the partition line through an event a without having to erect a system-wide scaffolding like that of Fig. 6 . Any small neighborhood of a has a probability that the particle will be found within it; and that probability will be minimal when the chosen direction of time for the neighborhood coincides with the direction of the partition line going through a.
Space-time directions are defined for the chosen partition line in a way that is similar to the previously described procedure in Fig. 2 . Starting with an event a on one of the partition lines, move up that line through an invariant metrical distance equal to −∆ to event b. Then find b ′ by proceeding down the partition line the same invariant interval −∆. Construct a backward time cone with b at its vertex, and a forward time cone with b ′ at is vertex, and identify the closed two-dimensional loop shown in Fig. 7a in the limit as ∆ goes to zero. In the local inertial system two perpendicular unit vectorsx andŷ are chosen along the radius of the circle to span the spatial part of the local grid at event a. In 3 + 1 space the intersection of a backward and forward time cone will produce a spherical surface like the one pictured in Fig. 7b . In this case choose four mutually perpendicular unit vectorsx,ŷ,ẑ, andt to form the local grid at event a. The orientation of the spatial part of these axes is of no importance, for the spatial grids of neighboring events do not have to line up in any particular way. They may be arbitrarily directed because their only purpose is to locally define spatial derivatives of the function ϕ. That function and its derivatives are required to be continuous throughout the wave packet so its derivatives are well defined in any direction about every event. The direction in which they are specified does not matter. The Dirac solution has four components ϕ µ where each satisfies the all of the above conditions in the 3 + 1 directions. Standard values of the Dirac matrices may be used at each event.
Since every event on the surface of the sphere is perpendicular to a partition Applying the Dynamic Principle (3 + 1)
The third condition on a wave function ϕ(a) in Eq. 1 requires that the appropriate dynamic principle applies throughout the space. This can be done in the 3 + 1 space of an event a by using the grid defined in Fig. 7b . Since we can do this at any event and for any orientation of the grid, we state the more general form of the third condition:
The wave function ϕ(a) of a particle at any event a is a solution of the dynamic principle applied to four locally defined and mutually perpendicular space-time directions centered at a.
This condition is specified everywhere inside the particle wave packet. Therefore, one can assign solutions of the dynamic principle to the entire wave function of a particle without specifying an internal system of coordinates that covers the particle.
Atoms and Solids
Consider how all this might apply to electron in a hydrogen atom. Each particle carries its own local grid to insure separate normalization, so the nucleus carries a grid that is independent of the electronic grid. These grids may overlap to some extent, but they need not be aligned because the particles do not directly interact. They are connected through Coulomb field by virtual photons that carry no grid of their own. There are two interactions, one at the proton end involving a photon from the electron, and one at the electron end involving a photon from the proton. Equation 5 gives the relationship between the energy and momentum that is exchanged at each end of the proton/electron interaction. In the non-relativistic case both ends can be covered by a common inertial frame in which the total energy and momentum is conserved. The local grid of each particle can also be aligned in this case so the times t ant t ′ in their separate grids are essentially equal to each other and to the time of the common inertial frame. The retarded interaction j µ A µ at each end of the interaction will then give the Coulomb intensity of (e 2 /4πr)δ(t − t ′ ) where r is the distance between the particles in the common frame [2] . Relativistic corrections to this occur when the spatial components of the current fourvectors are non-zero. The distance r in this expression comes from the wavelengths associated with the virtual photon. The 'meter' derives from the units of the photon's momentum, and the strength of the photon's interaction with another charged particle is determined by the total change in wavelength over the space-like interval between them at t = t ′ . The resulting distance r is therefore intrinsic to the interaction. It is not imported from the spatial metric of the common inertial frame that is used to establish the above Coulomb relationship.
In the case of macroscopic crystals, metals, and other stationary solid forms, each particle has its own space-time grid and is separately normalized. However, they are all interactively aligned to such an extent that we can impose a single common coordinate system. We require the coordinates of this system to comove with the average density of matter in the solid. If that system has the right symmetry properties, it will be sufficient to insure macroscopic energy, momentum, and angular momentum conservation. 
Containers
Let the central region of the hollow spherical container in Fig. 8 be a general relativistic space of unknown curvature. The center of the sphere is empty. An object leaves event a and at some later time arrives at event b. The object as a whole will move over a geodesic from a to b; but since that cannot be broken down into spatial and temporal parts, its velocity, energy, and momentum, and distance traveled along the way are not determined. A non-zero mass particle will have 'internal' energy and momentum density given by Eq. 4, but that will not be its 'translation' energy and momentum in going from a to b. A radiation photon will not even have these properties over its path; for it will only acquire the energy and momentum in Eq. 5 when it encounters a particle in the container.
We can certainly construct a common coordinate system over this system, extending the co-moving coordinates of the solid into the center of the sphere. If the metric of that system is time independent, then total energy will be conserved throughout the trip from event a to event b. We will then know how far the object goes and its velocity along the way. Although we can always cover the system with extended coordinates and a metric, there is no guarantee that resulting system will conserve total energy and momentum without introducing artificial potentials.
A Gaseous System
The introduction of many gas particles in the space of Fig. 8 does not change anything of substance. Molecular collisions occurring on the inside surface of the container and between molecules are distinct physical events. But we still do not have a natural basis for ascribing a numerical distance between any of these collisions or the molecular velocities between them.
Molecular collisions are here assumed to be electromagnetic in nature. Parts of the colliding molecules may or may not overlap, but they each (i.e., the internal parts of each) maintain their separate grids for the purpose of normalization. These grids do not compete with one another during a collision because the interaction between them is conducted through virtual photons, and these are declared to be gridless. Only if we construct a common coordinate system over this space can we give analytic meaning to the numerical distance between collisions and the molecular velocities between them.
States
In coordinate physics we normally define a physical 'state' across a horizontal plane at some given time. This definition identifies an origin of coordinates relative to which the system's particles are located at that time. That scheme will not work in the trans-coordinate case because the "same time" for separated particles is undefined. Indeed, the time of a single particle at a single location is undefined. The meaning of state must therefore be revised.
The state of a system of three particles is now given by Ψ(abc) = φ 1 (a)φ 2 (b)φ 3 (c)
where a, b, and c are events anywhere within each of the given wave functions, subject only to the constraint that they have space-like relationships to each other. Each of these three functions is defined relative to its own local grid, and relates to its own internal neighboring events through its dynamic principle. These events are connected by the space-like line in Fig. 9 , thereby defining the state Ψ of the particles that are specified along their separate world lines w 1 , w 2 , and w 3 . 
Modified Hellwig-Kraus Collapse
A local quantum mechanical measurement can have regional consequences through the collapse of a wave function. The question is: How can that superluminal influence be invariantly transmitted over a relativistic metric space?
Hellwig and Kraus answered this question by saying that the collapse takes place across the surface of the backward time cone of the triggering event [4] . The Hellwig-Kraus collapse has been criticized because it appears to result in causal loops and historical revision [5] .
This situation changes dramatically with the new trans-coordinate definition of state. We keep the idea that the influence of a collapse is communicated along the backward time cone; however, the state of the system that survives a collapse (i.e., the finally realized eigenstate) is not defined along a "simultaneous" surface. The increased flexibility of the new state definition allows the remaining (uncollapsed) state to retain its original 'temporally undefined' relationship with the event that initiates the collapse. When this program is consistently carried out, causal loops and historical revision are eliminated, even in a system of two correlated particles. I will not elaborate on this idea in this paper but it will be demonstrated in detail in Ref. 3. 
